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All The Things That Mean The Most
Gloriana

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
                ALL THE THINGS THAT MEAN THE MOST - Gloriana
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Tabbed by: Krista
Email: leavethepieces@gmail.com

Tuning: Capo on 3rd

Chords:

   D   G D/G Dsus4 Em
e|-2---3---2---3---0-|
B|-3---3---3---3---0-|
G|-2---0---0---2---0-|
D|-0---0---0---0---2-|
A|-x---2---x---x---2-|
E|-x---3---3---x---0-|

During the verse, play G as 3x0033. My technique -
Index finger on the low E string, middle on the high E,
and ring on the B sring like I m going to play D.
Then you can use your pinky to get the G note on the high E.
(If you really wanted you could just play D the whole time,
the guitar is playing D but the bass is playing a G bass note)

There s a riff played between the lines of the chorus and at the end
I just play the D chord, but I think the riff is like this:
(If you can t play x574xx try 799xxx it won t be perfect, but close)

E|-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-2-2-|
B|-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-x-3-3-|
G|-7-7-6-6-4-4-x-x-x-2-2-|
D|-7-7-7-7-7-7-7-5-5-0-0-|
A|-5-5-5-5-5-7-7-5-5-x-x-|
E|-x-x-x-x-x-5-5-3-3-x-x-|

G D/G x2

G D/G
      I made a living out of living off track
G D/G
      I looked for wrong turns and never looked back
Dsus4 D
      And what I found means nothing now
G D/G
      There s nothing worse than wanting something more



G D/G
      Watching your future walking out that door
Dsus4 D
      That s how I lived, that s what I did

        G
But I m letting go and holding close
                                 D
To all the things that mean the most, oh yeah
       G
And it feels so good coming home
                                 D
To all the things that mean the most, oh yeah

G D/G
      The best thing I finally learned about me
G D/G
      Was finding faith in ways way beyond me
Dsus4 D
      Way beyond me

        G
But I m letting go and holding close
                                 D
To all the things that mean the most, oh yeah
       G
And it feels so good coming home
                                 Em
To all the things that mean the most
                        G
(Mean the most) Holding close
                    Em
(Mean the most) Let go
                      G
(Mean the most) Don t go

(don t play the G bass note here, just xx0033 and xx0032)

G D/G
      I tell myself that I ve come a long way
G D/G
      It gets me through some really dark days
Dsus4 D           Dsus4 D
      And I regret      I m not there yet

        G
But I m letting go and holding close
                                 D
To all the things that mean the most, oh yeah



       G
And it feels so good coming home
                                 D        D
To all the things that mean the most, oh yeah
 D                             D
(all the things that mean the most)
===============================================================================


